
4. I’ve Been Working On
The Railroad
Come on everybody it’s time to go to work 
Hey, everybody it’s time to go to work 
Yeah, everybody it’s time to go to work 
Go to work, now it’s time to go to work 

I’ve been working on the railroad
All the live long day
I’ve been working on the railroad
Just to pass the time away
Don’t you hear the whistle blowing
Rise up so early in the morn’
Don’t you hear the Captain shouting
Dinah blow your horn

“My name is Captain Stephen and I’m the engineer.
Climb aboard and together we’ll work to get this
 train movin’.  Here’s what we need to do first...”

We’re gonna shovel some coal - into the fire box  
Shovel some coal - gonna make some steam
Shovel some coal - into the fire box
Shovel some coal - shovel some coal  

We’re gonna pull the whistle - whoo-whoo
Pull the whistle - whoo-whoo
Pull the whistle - whoo- whoo
We’re ready to go - All Aboard! 

We’re starting to move - pump-pump
We’re starting to move - pump those arms
We’re starting to move - pump-pump
We’re starting to move - here we go  

We’re going through a tunnel - close your eyes
Going through a tunnel - it’s gonna be dark
Going through a tunnel - close your eyes
We’re coming to the end - BLOW YOUR HORN!  

We’re going up a hill - pump it slow
Going down a hill - pump it fast
Going up a hill - pump it slow
Everybody STOP! - Tracks out

Swing your hammer - gotta fix the track
Swing your hammer - drive that spike
Swing your hammer - gotta fix the track
Swing your hammer - Track’s Fixed

Shovel more coal - into the fire box
Shovel more coal - gonna make some steam
Shovel more coal - into the fire box
Shovel more coal - shovel more coal 

We’re starting to move - pump-pump
We’re starting to move - pump those arms
We’re starting to move - pump-pump
We’re starting to move - here we go

We’re going up a hill - pump it slow
Going down a hill - pump it fast
Going up a hill - pump it slow
Going down a hill - pump it fast
We’re going to fast - pull the brake
Going to fast - pull the brake
Going to fast - pull the brake
Pull the brake - pull that brake

We’re comin’ to the station - pull the whistle
Comin’ to the station - pull the brake
Comin’ to the station - wave to the people
Comin’ to the station - pull the whistle
Comin’ to the station - pull the brake
Comin’ to the station - wave to the people
Comin’ to the station - pull the brake
We made it to the station - The Education Station 

Activity Suggestions
This is a classic children’s tune with a new activity twist. 
Here are the directions for the movements which should 
all be performed in rhythm with the music: Shoveling the 
Coal - bend over with both hands gripping the imaginary 
Coal Shovel while scooping and slinging the coal in one 
movement.  Pulling the Whistle - bend your arm (making 
an “L”), make a fist and pull down.  Starting to Move - 
bend and make an “L” with both arms (forearm horizontal 
this time) and pump your arms back and forth.  The Tunnel 
- close your eyes (it’s dark in a tunnel) and keep pumping 
your arms.  Swinging the Hammer - imagine a huge 
hammer with a long handle and start with it over your 
head and swing down to drive the spike.  Pulling the Brake 
- extend both arms in front of you with fists clutching the 
brake lever and pulling it back towards you.  You are ready 
to work on the railroad with Stephen!  Science Idea: This 
song can also be used as an opportunity to discuss the 
concept of Steam, or how boiling water turns the liquid 
into steam or a gas.  Consider a trip to the kitchen for a 
visual demonstration.  Art Idea: Use a fun train border and 
a white paper bag to make a railroad hat.  Cut strips of 
the border (large enough to go around a child’s head) and 
staple or tape to fit each head.  Let each child decorate 
their own bag and when finished, gather and attach to the 
inside of the border.  You can also pass out paper plates or 
tag board and have the children decorate.  When finished, 
roll them up into a horn for the “Dinah’s Horn” line of 
the song.




